WASHINGTON STATE HISTORY
Week 3 Assignment Sheet
DATE ASSIGNED: Sept. 28, 2021
DATE DUE: Oct. 5/12, 2021
____ Read Ch 2, pgs 36-53
____ Choose a tribe from western WA (Coastal or Lowlands areas) and research their culture, religious
beliefs, and traditions. Next week you will compare and contrast this tribe with an inland tribe.
Begin Ch 2 Review, pgs 62-63; you will have two weeks to complete these pages, but complete as much
as you can this week because there are more pages to read next week.
____IDENTIFICATION. Choose 10 of the terms and explain how each of them is significant to
the Northwest Native Americans. Write a sentence or two about each, or more if needed.
____ MAPPING. Locate the Native American tribes from this chapter on your blank map. I
recommend using colored pencils to code different tribes.
____ SHORT ANSWER. Choose 2 questions and answer them briefly but completely in full
sentences.
____ ESSAY. You will be doing Essay #1, due Oct. 12
____ SUGGESTED READING. Optional.
____ ACTIVITIES. Do one activity over the 2 weeks; or be creative, and come up with your own!
Write a one-page summary of the activity you do.
____ MAP PROJECT: Put Coastal & Lowland tribes on your rough draft map

WASHINGTON STATE HISTORY
Week 4 Assignment Sheet
DATE ASSIGNED: Oct. 5, 2021
DATE DUE: Oct. 12, 2021
____ Read Ch 2, pgs 54-61
____ Choose a Plateau tribe and research the same aspects as you did for the Coastal tribe.
____ Write an essay comparing and contrasting the 2 tribes – How are the similar? How are they
different? DOUBLE-SPACE your essay.
Finish your Ch 2 Review assignments given last week. Make sure your work is neat, understandable,
and complete.
____ IDENTIFICATION
____ MAPPING
____ SHORT ANSWER
____ ESSAY – Compare & Contrast the Coastal and Plateau tribes you have researched
____ ACTIVITIES
____ MAP PROJECT: Put Plateau and Rocky Mountain tribes on your rough draft map

